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a b s t r a c t
The current paper presents novel methods for collecting MISC data and accurately assessing reliability of
behavior codes at the level of the utterance. The MISC 2.1 was used to rate MI interviews from ﬁve randomized
trials targeting alcohol and drug use. Sessions were coded at the utterance-level. Utterance-based coding
reliability was estimated using three methods and compared to traditional reliability estimates of session
tallies. Session-level reliability was generally higher compared to reliability using utterance-based codes,
suggesting that typical methods for MISC reliability may be biased. These novel methods in MI ﬁdelity data
collection and reliability assessment provided rich data for therapist feedback and further analyses. Beyond
implications for ﬁdelity coding, utterance-level coding schemes may elucidate important elements in the
counselor–client interaction that could inform theories of change and the practice of MI.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Motivational interviewing (MI) is a client-centered, collaborative
style of counseling that attends to the language of change and is
designed to strengthen personal motivation for and commitment to a
speciﬁc goal (Miller & Rollnick, 2013). MI was originally developed to
help clients prepare for changing addictive behaviors like drug and
alcohol abuse (Miller & Rollnick, 1991, 2002) but has been shown to
be effective across many populations for harmful behaviors including
tobacco, drugs, alcohol, gambling, treatment engagement, and for
promoting health behaviors such as exercise, diet, and safe sex
(Lundahl, Kunz, Brownell, Tollefson, & Burke, 2010). As the basic
efﬁcacy and effectiveness of MI has been established, research has
increasingly focused on how MI works (Magill et al., 2014) and how to
practically measure MI counselor ﬁdelity in real-world settings. Such
research has typically used behavioral coding of MI sessions with
ﬁdelity assessment systems like the Motivational Interviewing
Treatment Integrity (MITI) (Moyers, Martin, Manuel, Miller, & Ernst,
2010) and Motivational Interviewing Skills Code (MISC; Miller,
Moyers, Ernst, & Amrhein, 2008). The MITI and MISC were designed
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to assess MI ﬁdelity by independent raters (coders) identifying both
relational and behavioral features of therapy sessions. Each utterance
(i.e., complete thought) spoken by the counselor and client during the
MI interview is assigned a behavioral code. Client behavioral codes
include statements in favor of changing a problem behavior like
expressing reasons for or commitment to change and are referred to
as “change talk.” Counselor behavioral codes also include speech
patterns like open and closed questions and counseling techniques
like reframing.
Research using these coding systems has explored hypothesized
relationships between counselor and client speech, and between
client speech and behavior change. Some research has shown that
when counselors demonstrate high MI ﬁdelity, clients are more likely
to increase change talk and reduce statements away from change,
called sustain talk (Moyers et al., 2007). The frequencies of client
change and sustain talk, the type of change talk (e.g., commitment
language) (Amrhein, Miller, Yahne, Palmer, & Fulcher, 2003; Baer
et al., 2008), and where the change talk occurs in the session
(Amrhein et al., 2003; Bertholet, Faouzi, Gmel, Gaume, & Daeppen,
2010) have been shown to independently predict behavior outcomes
(Moyers et al., 2007). For example, commitment language such as,
“I am going to stop drinking,” at the end of a session predicts associated
behavior change (Amrhein et al., 2003), even after accounting for
severity of dependence, readiness and efﬁcacy for change (Moyers,
Martin, Houck, Christopher, & Tonigan, 2009). Other research has
shown that the relationship between change talk and behavior change
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is highly dependent on context, such as the presence of therapist MI
consistent behaviors (Catley et al., 2006; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, & Daeppen,
2008). One study suggested that change talk was only predictive of
behavior change when the MI session included a personalized feedback
report (Vader, Walters, Prabhu, Houck, & Field, 2010). Other studies have
found relationships between some but not all subtypes of client change
talk and behavior change (e.g., Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008).
Although coding systems like the MISC and MITI have become the
standard for assessing MI counselor ﬁdelity, there are challenges in
how these coding data are typically collected that have implications
for establishing reliability. Critically, behavioral codes are assigned to
individual utterances, but data are typically collected or reported
as the number of times a code was assigned across the entire session
(i.e., a summary score). When the reliability of counselor and client
behavior codes is assessed using summary scores, the true reliability
of utterance-based codes is unclear. It is possible that coders had a
similar total count of codes per session, but may have assigned
different codes to the individual utterances. This distortion of
reliability has implications for the accurate assessment of MI
counselors and for analyses about the relationship between counselor
and client speech.
The current paper presents novel methods for collecting MISC data
and assessing reliability of behavior codes. It represents initial work of
an interdisciplinary team of researchers applying quantitative
linguistic tools such as speech signal processing (Narayanan &
Georgiou, 2013) and text mining to MI and the MISC and MITI (Can,
Georgiou, Atkins, & Narayanan, 2012). Prior to presenting the current
research, we review the process and challenges associated with
implementing the MISC.
1.1. MISC data collection and its mismatch with reliability assessments
The ﬁrst step in assessing MI ﬁdelity using the MISC is training a
team of independent raters (coders) to utilize the coding system. The
most commonly reported training method is a graded process
wherein coders begin by parsing (i.e., deciding where an utterance
begins and ends) and assigning behavioral codes to utterances in
transcripts of MI sessions with an expert rater. The expert rater is
someone who has had prior experience training MI coding teams and
is a member of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers
(MINT) (Campbell, Adamson, & Carter, 2010; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, &
Daeppen, 2008; Miller et al., 2008; Moyers, Martin, Catley, Harris, &
Ahluwalia, 2003; Moyers, Miller, & Hendrickson, 2005).
To establish inter-rater reliability the coding team must reach
agreement on what represents the beginning and ending of a
complete thought or utterance (i.e., parsing reliability), and they
must also reach agreement on what MI behavior code ﬁts each
utterance (i.e., behavior code reliability). Low parsing reliability can
ultimately decrease the reliability of behavioral codes when the
number of utterances, and thus number of codes, do not agree
between raters. To reduce differences in coder parsing, studies have
used expert raters or a separate coding team to pre-parse session
transcripts (Barnett et al., 2012; Moyers & Martin, 2006; Moyers et al.,
2003). Pre-parsing means that the boundaries of each thought unit or
utterance are identiﬁed by one set of raters before a behavior code is
assigned to the utterance by the coding team. This is the method of
parsing employed in the MI-SCOPE (Martin, Moyers, Houck,
Christopher, & Miller, 2005). Recent software developments also
facilitate parsing sessions prior to coding (Glynn, Hallgren, Houck, &
Moyers, 2012).
While pre-parsing has been utilized in recent research to increase
reliability by separating the task of parsing from coding through
different coding teams (i.e., one team parses while another conducts
behavior coding), the MISC manual does not mention or recommend
pre-parsing (Miller et al., 2008). Ideally one coding team should be
trained to parsing and behavioral coding reliability such that the same
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coders can consistently identify the boundaries of an utterance and
label it with the appropriate code.
To assess coder reliability, the majority of studies use intraclass
correlations (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) and Cicchetti's (1994)
standards of agreement (i.e., below .40 = poor, .40–.59 = fair,
.60–.74 = good, and .75–1.00 = excellent). Behavior code agreement varies notably across trials that use recent versions of the MISC
(2.0–2.5) and most studies do not report ICCs for individual code
agreement (Boardman, Catley, Grobe, Little, & Ahluwalia, 2006;
Campbell et al., 2010; Catley et al., 2006; de Jonge, Schippers, &
Schaap, 2005; Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi,
& Daeppen, 2008; Martin, Christopher, Houck, & Moyers, 2011). When
ICCs for individual behavior codes are reported, many important
codes, such as client change talk (represented by codes ending with a
+) or sustain talk (represented by codes ending with a −), may not be
reliably distinguished at a good to excellent level (see Table 1). This is
even the case for studies that utilize utterance-level coding schemes,
like the MI-SCOPE (e.g., Moyers et al., 2007).
Challenges related to assessing the reliability of MI coding systems
are not new; however, there has been limited discussion in the
literature about the fundamental mismatch between the process of
assigning of codes to individual utterances and the assessment and
reporting of reliability using summary ratings for the entire session. It
is not clear whether ICCs that are based on session totals accurately
reﬂect the true reliability of the utterance-based codes. The problem
with low reliability for important behavioral codes is that much about
what we can learn about how MI works hinges on the accurate
identiﬁcation of potential key ingredients for behavior change, like
change talk. Furthermore, feedback to MI clinicians hinges on accurate
ﬁdelity assessment; if coding reliability is distorted it is difﬁcult to
gauge the level of clinical skill and provide appropriate feedback.
1.2. The current study
The present paper examines the preceding questions about how to
collect MISC data and accurately assess its reliability. The primary aim
was to compare the utterance-based reliability of MISC behavioral
codes to traditional reliability based on summaries of an entire
session. A team of raters coded transcripts of counselor–client MI
sessions using the MISC by deciding on where each complete thought
begins and ends (i.e., parsing the transcript) while exhaustively
assigning MISC behavior codes to every utterance. Several different
approaches were used to calculate utterance-based reliability given
variations in parsing across the coding team and the approaches were
compared to session-level assessments of reliability.
2. Methods
2.1. Study sample and setting
The present study drew from a collection of 985 MI-based audiorecorded therapy sessions from ﬁve different trials aimed at reducing
drug and alcohol abuse (Krupski et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013, 2014;
Neighbors et al., 2012; Tollison et al., 2008). All studies were based in
Seattle, Washington and all original trial methods were approved by the
University of Washington Institutional Review Board prior to initiation.
Four studies targeted either alcohol or marijuana abuse in college-aged
students. The ﬁfth study recruited from community primary care clinics
where many of the clients were polysubstance users, sometimes
concurrently abusing up to 5 or more types of drugs (Krupski et al.,
2012). Approximately 15% (n = 155) of sessions were randomly
selected for coding, and 148 were selected for ﬁnal analyses after
some session recordings were excluded due to recording or transcription error. Approximately 20% of sessions (n = 31) were selected for
assessment of inter-rater reliability, where 63% (n = 19) included
patients that reported abusing more than one substance.
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Table 1
Comparison of MISC coding studies' counselor and client behavior code interrater reliability measured with intraclass correlations (ICCs).
Study

Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen,
2008, Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi,
& Daeppen, 2008b
Catley et al., 2006
Boardman et al., 2006
Martin et al., 2011; Moyers et al., 2009d
de Jonge et al., 2005
Gaume, Bertholet, Faouzi,
Gmel, & Daeppen, 2012
Lord et al., 2014e
Vader et al., 2010
Campbell et al., 2010

n of doublecoded sessions
(% of total N)

Counselor codes
MICO

MIIN

Composite
(session level)

Open
questions

Afﬁrm

Total
reﬂectionsa

ADP

EC

Composite
(session level)

Closed
questions

ADW

CO

DI

97 (100)

.83

.82

.75

.56–.60

.66

.75

.31

.65

.48

.22

–

50 (58)
46 (100)
40 (34)
39 (100)
31 (20)

.81
–
–
–
–

.55
.74
–
–
–

.38
.93
–
–
–

.24–.82
.51–.76
–
–
–

−.04
.43
–
–
–

1.00
.21
–
–
–

.51
Lowc
–
–
–

–
Low
–
–
–

.03
.67
–
–
–

.00
Low
–
–
–

.57
.00
–
–
–

31 (21)
16 (26.7)
12 (11)

–
.96
–

.94
.92
–

.82
–
–

–
.92
–

.08
–
–

.03
–
–

–
.07
–

.89
–
–

.75
–
–

.30
–
–

.31
–
–

Note. Studies are presented in order of sample size used to calculate interrater reliability. − Indicates not reported; ADP indicates advice with permission; EC indicates emphasize
control; ADW indicates advice without permission; CO indicates confront; DI indicates direct; RCW indicates raise concern without permission; MICO indicates MI consistent
behavior codes; MIIN indicates MI inconsistent behavior codes.
a
Older versions of the MISC included sub-categories of reﬂections including repeat, rephrase, paraphrase, and summarize.
b
These studies used ICCs with absolute agreement.
c
Behavior occurred at too low a frequency to calculate.
d
This study only provided a range of .56–.87 of reliability and did not specify the coding categories.
e
Current study.
f
The average of sustain and change talk ICCs (e.g., reasons to change and not to change; R + and R−).
Table 1 (continued)

2.2. MISC coding
Two trainers, who are part of the Motivational Interviewing
Network of Trainers (MINT) with prior experience training coding
teams, trained three undergraduate and post-baccalaureate students
in coding using MI consistent training methods. The student-coders
were not counselors and had no prior training in MI or counseling. The
MISC Version 2.1 (Miller et al., 2008) was used for behavioral coding
and the MITI 3.1.1 was used for global ratings (Moyers et al., 2010).
Several modiﬁcations were made to traditional MISC coding. First, the
MISC 2.1 manual recommends coding volleys (i.e., an uninterrupted
sequence of utterances by the same speaker) by collapsing the
repeated codes across the volley rather than retaining repeated codes
at the utterance-level [e.g., a series of utterances coded Follow/Neutral
(FN)/FN/FN/FN/FN/Commitment + would be traditionally given the
volley code FN/C+]. Because we were striving to accurately classify
each utterance, we modiﬁed the traditional MISC volley coding, and
rather each utterance was assigned a code, even when the codes were
the same in a series of utterances.
We also modiﬁed the MISC by adding target behavior labels to
each instance of change or sustain talk in a given transcript
(e.g., Need + Alcohol or Ability-Marijuana). The team created a
numbered list of common target behaviors, such as marijuana or
alcohol abuse, and included an “Other Drug” write-in category. If a
change or sustain statement applied to multiple target behaviors, we
employed stacked coding. For example, if a client that was using
marijuana, opiates and alcohol said, “I am quitting everything today,”
the coders might assign the following stacked codes to the utterance:
Commitment + Alcohol, Commitment + Marijuana and Commitment + Opiates. In stacked target behavior coding, the direction of
change could be different for each target behavior in a given
statement (e.g., “I could cut down on oxycodone by using marijuana
for pain instead” might be assigned the codes: Reason + Ability,
Opiate and Reason-Marijuana). Despite allowances for stacked and
multiple coding of change and sustain talk, the criteria for these
statements remained consistent with the MISC 2.1 manual; vague
statements that might not meet criteria for change talk (e.g., “I just
want to be a better all around person”) were not coded as such. The
purpose of this modiﬁcation was to evaluate the feasibility of coding

multiple speciﬁc target behaviors in interviews with polysubstance
abuse; however, we did not report outcomes for this secondary aim
in the present paper due to challenges assessing reliability (see
Supplementary Appendix for additional discussion and detailed
methods).
Eleven session recordings were used to train coders. The initial
training time included hour-long meetings and coding homework
spread over 5 weeks; however, after completion of training, due to
lack of transcribed primary study data to begin coding, the practice
and training period was artiﬁcially extended to 9 weeks. The 5 to
9 week training time range was comparable to other reported studies
in the literature (e.g., de Jonge et al., 2005; Moyers & Martin, 2006).
After training was completed, the team established initial inter-rater
reliability by triple-coding 12 MI sessions (average session length was
28 minutes) from the 5 studies. Initial reliability was calculated using
intraclass correlations (ICCs). Coders obtained at or above 0.50
agreement on most individual codes (72%) and 34% of codes were
at or above 0.75. Although few studies report initial reliability
for individual codes, this is consistent or better than previous
reported studies initial agreement for omnibus and global ratings
(e.g., Campbell et al., 2010; de Jonge et al., 2005; Moyers et al., 2003)
and was better than most studies ﬁnal inter-rater reliability for
individual codes (see Table 1).
After initial reliability was attained, the coding team was given a
randomized list of recordings that was stratiﬁed by study in blocks of
5 to 7 sessions; the coders were assigned to code one block per week
(approximately 1 to 2 recordings per day). The average length of
session material coded per week was 300 minutes. Stratifying the
blocks by study ensured that any drift in coding reliability would
evenly affect the sample across studies.
As noted earlier most research studies using the MISC collect data in
summary totals for each session; however, this method prevents
reliability and other analysis based on utterances. To collect MISC data
on a per-utterance basis, we modiﬁed an open-source software package
called Transcriber that was originally designed for segmenting, labeling
and transcribing speech (Barras, Geoffrois, Wu, & Liberman, 2001;
Boudahmane, Manta, Antoine, Galliano, & Barras, 1998). We aligned
session transcripts with the corresponding audio recording in Transcriber. Our primary modiﬁcation to this software was utilizing it for
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Table 1
Comparison of MISC coding studies' counselor and client behavior code interrater reliability measured with intraclass correlations (ICCs).
Counselor codes

Client codes

MIIN

Session
level

Sustain
talk

Change
talk

Reason
+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

Other

Ability

Need

Desire

Taking steps

Commit

FN

RCW

Warn

.75

.37

–

–

–

.75f

.75f

–

–

.57f

.57f

.62f

.62f

.38f

.38f

.45f

.45f

.70f

.70f

.71

.21
.00
–
–
–

.37
Low
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
.49

.53
–
–
–
.82

.78
–
–
–
.76

–
–
–
–
.67

–
–
–
–
.78

–
–
–
–
.43

–
–
.23
–
.59

–
–
–
–
.00

–
–
–
–
−.03

–
–
–
–
.00

–
–
–
–
−.05

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
.70

–
–
–
–
.49

–
–
–
–
−.05

–
–
.62
–
.30

–
–
–
–
.70

–
–
–
–
.73

.28
–
–

.48
–
–

–
.70
.84

–
.84
.75

–
.87
.80

.67
–
.78f

.49
–
.78f

.36
–
–

.69
–
–

.28
–
.50f

.37
–
.50f

.40
–
–

.34
–
–

.67
–
–

.79
–
–

.36
–
.60f

.10
–
.60f

.44
–
.63f

.78
–
.63f

.73
–
–

coding by adding a panel to easily parse and insert behavior codes. MI
session recordings were transcribed based on guidelines developed by
the engineering members of the research team, which can be provided
upon request to the authors (Marin, Can, & Georgiou, 2013). We did not
want the transcriptionists to contribute to pre-parsing or coding (e.g., a
question mark would cue a coder that an utterance was a question);
therefore, all punctuation except for hyphens and apostrophes was
removed from the transcript prior to coding.
2.3. Statistical analyses
In our study the transcripts were not pre-parsed. Instead we
trained coders to parsing and coding reliability following the
recommendations in the MISC 2.1 manual. One goal of the overarching project is to produce data that accurately reﬂect the human
coding process. In a real-world setting (e.g., coding a session in real
time) pre-parsing a session would not be possible. Thus, it was
additionally important not to pre-parse in order to preserve individual
coder parsing and the decision making process as to what the
bounds of a complete utterance were given the context of the
interview. Although we trained the coders to agreement on parsing
they did not reach 100% agreement, as is the case for all studies that
do not modify the MISC protocol by pre-parsing transcripts.
Because parsing varied somewhat by coder, we explored three
methods for accurately calculating reliability without pre-parsing
the transcript. Each method varied in its treatment of unit of
analysis (words versus utterances) when the boundaries of units
did not match between coders.
Method 1: Agreement by words Parsing utterances can lead to
disagreements about where an utterance begins and
ends; however, there is no ambiguity at the level of
individual words. In this method, each word within an
utterance was assigned the code of the utterance in
which it was contained. Reliability was assessed based on
words as the unit of interest, which allowed reliability
comparisons to be based on all available data (see Fig. 1).
Method 2: Agreement by matching whole utterances An alternative
method is to consider reliability of coding based only on

utterances in which coders agree on the parsing. In
method 2, all utterances where coders have boundary
disagreements were excluded prior to estimating reliability. By excluding some data, this approach may be
overly optimistic in calculating agreement.
Method 3: Agreement by matching split utterances As shown in
Fig. 1, a compromise between the previous two methods
is to retain as much utterance-based coded material as
possible by splitting coded utterances into matching pairs
(i.e., aligning the units of speech for each coder). Where
two coders disagree on utterance boundaries, a new
utterance is generated that allows the resulting utterances to be aligned. More data are included than in the
previous method, though there is some inﬂation of
agreement in terms of number of items to be compared.
Method 4: Session-level ICC reliability The previous three methods of
calculating utterance-level reliability were compared to the
fourth, traditional method of calculating ICCs based on code
totals for an entire session. Comparing ICCs based on code
totals to kappa statistics based on utterances should
provide an estimate of the potential error in estimating
reliability of coded utterances based on session totals.
For the ﬁrst three methods, we assessed the reliability between a
pair of coders using Cohen's kappa, which adjusts simple agreement
for chance agreement: κ = (Po − Pe)/(1 − Pe) where Po is the
observed proportion of items on which the coders agree and Pe is
the proportion of items on which the coders are expected to agree
under random code assignment. We obtained a summary measure for
a group of three or more coders using a multi-κ measure, which took
the average of Po and Pe over all coder pairs and then computed κ as
normal. ICCs are an alternative form of reliability index that is
appropriate for ratings on (approximately) continuous scalings. There
are several versions of ICCs, depending on the nature of items and
raters and the intended purpose of the ratings (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).
Present analyses used the single measure, ICC (2,1) method in which
all raters rate all codes and raters are assumed to be a random sample.
After initial reliability was established 148 sessions were coded
from the 5 studies. The total amount of recorded material coded was
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just over 58 hours (average session length was 41 minutes with a
range of 6 to 82 minutes). To assess inter-rater reliability and coding
drift, all 3 coders rated 21% (n = 31) of these sessions. To assess intrarater reliability and coding drift, 17% (n = 26) of the sessions were
coded by the same coder twice at different time points with a range of
2 to 6 months between re-coding; at the end of the trial we also
assessed intra-rater drift over the course of 1 week.
3. Results
Across the 148 sessions and 3 raters, over 175,000 utterances were
coded. Because we utilized utterance level coding and did not use
volley coding, we were able to attain an accurate ratio of Change and
Sustain Talk utterances (n = 7157 and 6761 respectively) to Follow/
Neutral utterances (n = 65,332) in client speech.
3.1. Counselor and client code reliability
Total utterance-level behavioral code reliability (i.e., not distinguishing between codes) was high across the three different methods
(Table 2). With all three methods, coders were observed to have
“good” reliability according to Cicchetti's (1994) guidelines, and there
was a relatively small amount of variation between pairs in terms of
reliability scores. The agreement “by words” method provided the
smallest kappa values and the “matching whole utterances” the
largest kappa values; the “matching split utterances” resulted in
values in between the two other approaches. The multi-κ value was
close to the average of the three pairwise values in all three cases.
Intra-rater reliability (within rater agreement) was higher on average
than inter-rater reliability (across coder agreement), but not
markedly so (see Table 2).
We assessed reliability for all individual MISC codes. A more
detailed view of reliability for individual MISC codes as calculated
by the four methods is presented in Fig. 2. (Note: Fig. 2 is in color.)
The size of the points is scaled to reﬂect frequency of the codes
where larger points indicate greater instances of a given code.
When comparing ICCs to Cicchetti's (1994) standards of agreement,
45% of codes (n = 15) attained “good” to “excellent” agreement
(range .66 to .95), 12% (n = 4) were “fair” (range .40 to .50) and the
remaining 43% (n = 14) had “poor” agreement (range − .03 to .36).
When examining reported ICCs in comparison to other MISC
studies, our study reports similar or better agreement for many
individual codes [Giving Information (GI) = .95; Open and Closed
Questions (QUO, QUC) = .94; Afﬁrmations (AF) = .79; Reason–
Desire (R-D) = .78; Commitment − (C −) = .78; Simple Reﬂection (RES) = .67, etc.]. Fig. 2 reveals that ICC reliability based on
session totals is larger on average relative to any of the three
utterance-based kappa measures. In Fig. 2, codes are ordered by
their frequency and a strong relationship between reliability and
code frequency is observed. Infrequent codes contain very little
information, as conﬁdence intervals for infrequent codes (not
shown) are very wide; thus, small differences in agreement can
lead to poor reliability. Because this is fundamentally an issue of
little information, true reliability could be anywhere across a wide
range of values.
4. Discussion
Why does MI work and what is high-quality MI? The goldstandard method of studying these questions involves the use of
behavioral coding systems such as the MISC. The current research
demonstrates that collecting MISC data on a per-utterance basis is
feasible and allows for more accurate estimates of code frequencies,
reliability, and more reﬁned analyses of disagreements. We demonstrated that it is possible to reliably code behavior codes on the
utterance-level without pre-parsing transcripts or assessing reliability

on the session-level. Because we did not collapse codes across volleys
and coded every utterance, we also obtained an accurate estimate of
the ratio between Follow/Neutral and change and sustain talk
utterances (82% of client speech was Follow/Neutral; 9% was change
talk) that has not been previously reported.
Based on the current analyses, summing MISC codes across a
session and estimating reliability using these tallies can lead to biased
estimates of reliability. Although not universally true, for a number of
codes, the ICCs were notably higher than the utterance-based kappas.
Several codes appeared to have moderate agreement when using ICC
and approximately zero agreement when evaluated on the utterancelevel (e.g., commitment language, C + = .01 using “split utterance”
method versus .44 using a session level ICC); this means that the
coders are identifying roughly a similar amount of a given code in the
interview, but may not identify the same utterances as meeting
criteria for that code. It should be further noted that the discrepancy
between ICCs and the utterance-level methods of assessing reliability
was more severe for theoretically important codes (such as subtypes
of change talk) and less severe for codes that appeared with more
frequency, but are less important to understanding how MI works
(e.g., Follow/Neutral). More generally, given that the codes are
assigned to speciﬁc utterances, there is a clear preference for
utterance-based reliability (i.e., kappa) in the face of any disagreement, whether higher or lower. The kappa reliabilities also include
parsing reliability in their estimates, which also provides a better
estimate of coding, broadly understood.
The current paper presented three alternative methods of
estimating kappa given parsing differences among coders. There is
not a “ground truth” against which to compare these three, but the
matching split utterances method provided a moderate approach that
did not over- or under-estimate reliability. Matching split utterances
allowed for comparison of coder data with varied parsing and did not
exclude any data.
Although many behavior codes reached high agreement, the
primary reason for low agreement was low frequency of occurrence.
The association between frequency and reliability has been noted
previously (Bakeman, McArthur, Quera, & Robinson, 1997; Moyers
et al., 2009). Like other reliability analyses using the MISC, in our study
some of the most theoretically interesting codes occurred less often and
had relatively low reliability (e.g., selected change-talk codes, counselor
emphasize control and support, and counselor MI inconsistent codes
such as warn, confront). This is particularly concerning given that so
much of MI practice theory relies on the hypothetical relationship
between change talk and behavior change. Inconsistent or unreliable
identiﬁcation of change talk may be one reason some studies have
reported a strong relationship between change talk and behavior
change (Moyers et al., 2007, 2009), whereas others have found mixed
support (Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008) or no support (Vader et al.,
2010). In our study, poor behavior code agreement would likely have
improved if our sample had a greater frequency of rare codes.
An alternative proposal to increase behavior code agreement
would be to identify which codes are more reliably confused than
others for a particular coding team and train the team to distinguish
these codes consistently (see Supplementary Appendix for further
discussion). Additional psychometric work with utterance-based
codes may help to better delineate the hierarchical structure of the
MISC. Finally, to the extent that MISC codes are encoding semantic
meaning, text-mining approaches such as topic models (Atkins et al.,
2012) may offer alternative methods for validating or updating MISC
codes and their hierarchy.
A ﬁnal observation is that coders appeared almost as likely to drift
from agreeing with their own coding as they were to drift from
agreeing with the other coders. One hypothesis for the small
difference in inter- and intra-reliability could be that coders drifted
away from personal deﬁnitions of the codes and closer to the group
coding criteria (and thus sacriﬁced intra-rater for inter-rater
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Fig. 1. Three different methods for assessing inter-rater reliability of utterance-level coding with varied parsing. Note. AF = afﬁrmation; GI = giving information; RF = reframe;
REC = complex reﬂection.

agreement) over time. This hypothesis could be explored in future
studies. Another hypothesis for the small difference in between and
within coder reliability is that the MISC coding system is too
complicated to consistently apply in a real-world sample to the
extent that behavior codes, as they are currently deﬁned, cannot be
reliably distinguished by one person coding the same session twice.
Given the structure of the MISC with a high number of potential
behavior codes, it is possible that it is ultimately impossible to achieve
good to excellent agreement on all codes. The difﬁculties attaining
statistical power for sequential or utterance-level analyses given the
high number of possible codes have been previously noted by the
creators of the MI-SCOPE (Martin et al., 2005, p. 16). Thus, we should
consider whether the Cicchetti (1994) standard of agreement can be
reliably attained in the context of coding an MI therapy session using
the MISC and human coders.

the impact of adherence to MI style while training and giving feedback
to coding teams using a rating system like the MITI.
4.2. Conclusion
Psychotherapy is fundamentally a conversation between two
people. When therapy is successful, something in that conversation
prompted behavior change; yet, this simple characterization belies the
challenge of studying psychotherapy. MI researchers are at the forefront
of understanding therapy mechanisms, and behavioral coding like the
MISC represent some of the leading methods in that exploration. The
current research explores the precision of MI research tools and their
common use. In the present work, technology was applied in a novel
way to assist in data collection and to estimate the precision of the MISC.

4.1. Limitations and areas of future inquiry
Limitations of the present study should be noted. It is possible that
these methods for assessing reliability could be used in conjunction
with other utterance-level coding schemes like the MI-SCOPE (Martin
et al., 2005) that currently utilize pre-parsing. Applications to the MISCOPE and other coding schemes could be important for future
practical applications of coding. A copy of detailed procedural
information regarding coding and transcription guidelines used in
the present study can be provided upon request to the authors (Marin
et al., 2013).
The impact of the MI style coder training also could not be fully
assessed because the trainers were rated on MI adherence using a
ﬁdelity measure and there was no comparison group of coders that
were trained in a more directive method. Future studies could explore

Table 2
Inter- and intra-rater reliability calculated with Cohen's kappa.
Coder
comparison

A vs. B
A vs. C
B vs. C
Multi-κ
A IntraB IntraC IntraMulti-κ

Agreement by
words

Agreement by
matching whole
utterances

Agreement by
matching split
utterances

κ

N words

κ

N utterances

κ

N utterances

.699
.715
.687
.700
.829
.731
.761
.774

222,539
222,035
221,395

.770
.783
.760
.771
.865
.801
.826
.831

16,249
16,770
16,404

.714
.722
.705
.714
.820
.762
.777
.786

16,837
17,181
16,842

67,866
33,084
69,850

5402
2651
5475

5304
2557
5389
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WA
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Counselor Codes

EC
ADP
ADW
SU
ST
AF
QUC
QUO
REC
RES
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FA
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Reliability
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RFN
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Frequency [log(100*n)]
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2

Reliability Estimate
Kappa
Words

Kappa
Utterances

Kappa
Split

ICC

Fig. 2. Inter-rater reliability by method and MISC code (n = 31). Note. Counselor codes: WA = warn; RF = reframe; RCW = raise concern with permission; DI = direct; CO =
confront; FI = ﬁller; EC = emphasize control; ADP = advice with permission; ADW = advice without permission; SU = support; ST = structure; AF = afﬁrmation; QUC =
closed question; QUO = open question; REC = complex reﬂection; RES = simple reﬂection; GI = giving information; FA = facilitate. Client codes: C+ = commitment change
talk; TS− = taking steps sustain talk; C− = commitment sustain talk; TS+ = taking steps change talk; O+ = other change talk; O− = other sustain talk; R+ = reason change
talk; R− = reason sustain talk; FN = follow/neutral.

In the future, our hope is that continued creative utilization of
technological developments will assist the broader goal of understanding what in the MI conversation leads to behavior change. Our team has
continued to apply these novel methods in efforts to assist in the
development in technology-based assessments of MI ﬁdelity that could
ultimately scale-up MI dissemination efforts (Atkins, Steyvers, Imel, &
Smyth, 2014; Imel et al., 2014).
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